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Spot It! Mathematical Structure in a Children's Game
Abstract
"Whenever I lead the Northwest Iowa Math Teachers’ Circle I want to use a problem that is easy to
explain, unfolds in many directions, and encourages inquiry. Spot It! is the best session topic I have ever
seen for this. All you have to do is play the game for a minute or two, and questions arise spontaneously."
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Spot It! Mathematical Structure in a Children’s Game
Mathematicians are fond of saying that mathematics can be found almost anywhere. Yet I was shocked
to discover that a simple children’s game like Spot It! can lead to unsolved problems in mathematics.
Deep mathematical structure lies just below the surface of the game.
Whenever I lead the Northwest Iowa Math Teachers’ Circle I want to use a problem that is easy to
explain, unfolds in many directions, and encourages inquiry. Spot It! is the best session topic I have ever
seen for this. All you have to do is play the game for a minute or two, and questions arise
spontaneously.
The game is simple. Each player is dealt one card, and an extra card is dealt to the middle of the table.
Each card contains eight symbols (in the junior version, each card contains six symbols). To win, a player
must be the first to match a symbol on her card with a symbol on the middle card.
The first “aha” moment occurs when you realize that anyone can win—that is, there must be a match
between any two cards. Tis prompts the question, “How does it work?” The symbols cannot be assigned
randomly; there must be some deep structure built into the game. And where there is structure, there is
mathematics.
Once the “aha” moment occurs, I ask, “What mathematical questions do you have?” I want the teachers
to be curious, to make conjectures… and they do! Here is a list of questions that we came up with:
•
•
•
•
•

Will every card match with every other card?
How many cards are in the deck? Could there be more cards? Fewer cards?
Does each card have the same number of symbols?
How many unique symbols are there? Does each symbol appear the same number of times?
What is the relationship between the number of symbols per card, the total number of symbols,
and the total number of cards?

Now we get to spend the rest of the session trying to answer these questions. One approach is to lay
out all the cards from the Spot It! Junior deck. There are 31 cards, each with six symbols. Careful
counting reveals that there are 31 total symbols as well, and that each symbol appears exactly six times
in the deck. Each card shares exactly one symbol with every other card. With some data on the table, I
push for mathematical explanations of the patterns, while remaining flexible with directions of inquiry.
For example, participants might wonder how, with six symbols per card, we end up with a deck of 31
cards. Choose a Spot It! Junior card and set it to the side. It has six symbols on it, and every card in the
deck matches one of those six. Let’s arrange the deck into six rows, based on the six symbols on our
“key” card. If all the cards in the first row have the heart symbol, then every card in that row contains a
heart and five other symbols. If there are m cards in the row, then there are 6 + 5(m - 1) total unique
symbols (6 for the key card, and 5 new ones for each other card in the row). Note that if m = 6, then this
yields 31 symbols. But why should this be? Any card not in the “heart” list must share a match with
every card in the heart row. But there are only six symbols on that card, so it can only match six cards in
the heart row. The most possible cards the deck could hold is thus 31.

Now we can find a general formula connecting the number of cards, symbols per card, and symbols in
the deck—assuming an optimal deck exists. How can we know if it does?
Enter projective geometry. The key insight here is that in geometry any two points determine a line. If
you think of cards as “points,” and a set of cards that share a particular symbol as a “line,” then you’ve
got a geometry. (If you have played the game of SET with your MTC, these two games together make a
beautiful pairing—SET also defines a geometry, but it is a finite four-dimensional Euclidean geometry.)
You can show very easily, both with the cards and also by reasoning, that Spot It! cards determine a
non-Euclidean geometry, because there are no parallel lines. The “heart line” and the “star line” will
necessarily intersect at a card with both a heart and a star on it. In fact, the key card idea shows this:
any card defines six lines that all intersect at that card. I recommend Resource [3] for a deeper
investigation of the geometry of Spot It! It is amazing, but it is also harder for the teachers to “discover”
so it will require some direction to investigate.
Another interesting direction is to consider how to build our own Spot It! deck. For example, maybe we
can build a deck with two, three, four, or five symbols per card. Is there an algorithm to assign symbols?
Tis process will help derive all the equations relating numbers of cards and symbols. I’ve written about
this in more detail in Resource [1]. It is interesting how the construction breaks down in certain cases
when a prime number condition is not satisfied, which also leads to the conclusion that this might not
always be possible. This question of existence is in fact an open question in mathematics. A large
supercomputer search showed that no Spot It! game exists with 11 symbols per card. The question is
open for 13 symbols per card, outside the reach even of supercomputers.
In any MTC activity, I want teachers to practice making sense of problems, reasoning, constructing
arguments, and looking for structure—the very things that their students should be doing, in line with
the Common Core State Standards for Mathematical Practice. Spot It! provides many opportunities to
do so. Combinatorial arguments can show up (see Resource [2]), as well as simple reasoning about
patterns. It’s guaranteed to be a great session topic for any Circle.

Tom Clark is an assistant professor of mathematics at Dordt College, the leader of the Northwest Iowa
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